Dear partners, supporters and friends,

as usual we are reaching the peak of the year. The last weeks and the upcoming months are full of different activities. Currently we are implementing workshops in Morocco, Kiev and Berlin. Furthermore, we are planning our follow-up projects for 2018. More in this regard in the upcoming newsletters.

In this newsletter you find a short summary of our activities during the last three months. We welcomed a study group from Taiwan as well as our friends and interested persons at the Open-Door Day in our office. Also our project Maidan’s Hidden Memories takes concrete shapes and our partners from Egypt came to Berlin, in order to deepen the relations with different donors regarding the continuation of the realization of the vision for Egypt 2025. Moreover, our engagement in Kyrgyzstan expanded significantly and by now we have reached several hundred young people there - together we work on strategies and concrete initiatives how to prevent religious extremism.

Enjoy our current newsletter!

In case you see any chance for closer cooperation between you, your organization and CRISP, please do not hesitate to get in touch with us.

Best regards
CRISP-Team

Networking-Meeting Eastern Partnership and Russia

One of the biggest events of 2017 took place in September. Together with inmedio and CSSP and with the support of the German Foreign Ministry we organized a networking conference for the funding program “Östliche Partnerschaft und Russland”.

During the conference German CSOs had the chance to exchange their views and experiences regarding the project-implementation, as well as towards the funding procedures. Read more

International

The realization of the vision for Egypt 2025 continues

Together with other partners, we are expanding our work with youth participants from all over Egypt and to other sectors. We created a vision for Egypt for 2025, which we started to realize with the next steps. Read more
Maidan’s Hidden Memories

Soon you can do more with your mobile phone! For example better understand the events on the Maidan in Kiev in 2013-2014. With our partners, we want to use the method of interactive story telling about what happened to Ukraine’s Maidan. Read more

Rush Hour in Kyrgyzstan

Mission completed! Successfully we conducted our work and many interesting projects with our partners in Kyrgyzstan. Be it through the implementation of the local peace initiatives, a training for multipliers and the start of a new cooperation. Read more

CRISP Announces an Advanced Certificate Program

Together with PATRIR in February a four-day programme will takes place in Romania, which gives the participants the unique opportunity to learn the scope of conflict transformation. Read more

CRISPization of Kyrgyzstan continues

Together with our strategic partners DVV international and GIZ, we completed two rounds of Training-of-Trainers in Kyrgyzstan in the first half of August. Read more

Maidan on your smartphone

Our advertised project about the Maidan Revolution in Ukraine becomes more concrete and very soon the story-telling seminar and the day of the app-release takes place. Read more

Workshop: How to Fight Corruption?

Our German and Ukrainian participants experienced through this simulation game how to elaborate an anti-corruption strategy and had the opportunity to receive a deeper insight into this subject. Read more

Workshop: Fighting Right-Wing-Populism in Cologne
With over 20 students from a vocational school, we conducted a simulation game on right-wing populism to debate this subject and worked out possibilities to fight populist arguments. Read more

Guests from Taiwan
Our colleagues Katja and Oliver heartily welcomed a group of young people from Taiwan. This visit helped them not only to understand how our organization works, but also deepen the understanding, that everybody can do something for the society. Read more

Internal Developments

Annual Report 2016
Our Annual Report from 2016 contains all our activities of last year. A holistic overview of what we are doing and how we work. Read more

Our Assistant: Esther-Maria Rohde
Our intern Esther-Maria Rohde joins our team from July until the end of September. Read more

Cross Culture Intern: Nour Eddine Bellahbib
For the duration of three months, we welcome our Cross Culture Interns Nour Eddine from Morocco. Read more

Cross Culture Intern: Javid Mustafayev
For the duration of two months, we welcome our Cross Culture Interns Javid from Azerbaijan. Read more

New sign for our office
Finally decorates a sign the holy halls of our organization! So, we are no longer to be overlooked. Read more

Open Door Day
Also in this year, we were happy to show our guests and
friends about our recent, ongoing and future projects throughout our Open-Doors Day in a relaxed atmosphere. Read more

Social Media

If you want to receive more information about our activities and stay up to date about our different projects, you might consider following us on one of our social media channels.

Contact

We are permanently looking for new partners and opportunities to link our projects with the activities of others. In order to get in touch with us, feel free to write us an email (hello(at)crisp-berlin.org), or use the contact-form on our website.